
 

It's Time To Play - Pokerdeck

These playing cards beckon you to step back in time, to an era where time
seemed to stand still amidst the smoky ambience of clandestine poker rooms.
They became a portal to a captivating world where the clinking of glasses and the
shuffling of chips filled the air, and only the game itself mattered.

Designed by the Dutch Card House Co., Time to Play playing cards pay
homage to a period when sophistication, mystery, and the pursuit of fortune
reigned supreme.

The deck's tuck case is truly captivating! Crafted from black uncoated paper and
adorned with four exquisite foil colors: antique gold/copper, silver, white, and
deep aqua blue. Embossed details give it a touch of elegance and class, while
the artwork seamlessly blends with the watch and playing cards.

The back design of the cards takes inspiration from the iconic Art Deco style,
meticulously capturing the intricacies of watch dials. It pays tribute to an era of
opulence and sophistication with its ornate design, geometric patterns, bold lines,
and an alluring color scheme.

The traditional court cards are updated to harmonize with the theme's color
palette. The number cards, while maintaining their standard design, are imbued
with the era's charm, featuring elegantly rendered pips inspired by prevailing Art
Deco influences.

Each ace showcases enlarged pips and watch hands displaying different times,
symbolizing the inexorable passage of time. This artistic touch infuses each hand
with a sense of intrigue and elegance, reminding us of the beauty and
significance of every fleeting moment.

The diptych jokers in this deck offer a tantalizing glimpse into the secretive poker
rooms of the early 1900s, where gambling, revelry, and the inexorable march of
time intertwined. They reveal a scene of debonair gentlemen indulging in the
pleasures of the night.

PRINT RUN

Printed by Legends on their ULTRA THIN Viper finish
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Minimum of 1000 pcs

TUCK CASE

Black uncoated paper
4-color foil print!
Embossing
Numbered seal

CARDS

Traditional faces with adjusted color scheme and background
Custom back design
Enlarged ACES
Diptych jokers
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